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Lifts, escalators and inclined walks 
provide the most comfortable 
and efficient means of vertical 
transport for building users. The 
quality of service offered by vertical 
transportation systems contribute 
to improved rental income in 
commercial office buildings and 
enhanced circulation in shopping 
centers or public spaces.

The measure of successful 
vertical transportation design is 
the balance of excellent waiting 
and travel times with project 
cost, spatial planning and energy 
consumption.

Our team of vertical 
transportation professionals are 
amongst the most highly qualified 
and respected practitioners in 
our field and we work closely with 
our clients around the world to 
design, maintain and modernise 
one of their building’s most 
important assets.

Presented here is a summary of 
our capabilities covering every 
aspect of vertical transportation. 

In providing vertical 
transportation 

solutions, NDY seeks to 
optimise the available 
space in a way that is 

both cost-effective and 
sustainable over the 

long-term.

Introduction
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Our markets
 › Civic

 › Education

 › Health

 › Industrial

 › Mission Critical

 › Offi ces

 › Residential & Hotels

 › Retail

 › Transport

Our services
 › Acoustics

 › Asset Performance

 › Audio Visual

 › BIM (Building Information Modelling)

 › Communications

 › Controls & Integration

 › Electrical 

 › Fire Engineering

 › Fire Protection

 › Hydraulics

 › ICT Consultancy

 › Interiors

 › Mechanical

 › NDYLIGHT (Lighting Design)

 › Property Consultancy

 › Security

 › Sustainability

 › Vertical Transportation

As consulting engineers, our purpose is making spaces work. 
We listen to the unique requirements of each client, and tailor our 
services accordingly to every project.

Our collaborative approach to excellence and innovation are core values 
at NDY. We consistently deliver best practice sustainable solutions to 
achieve our clients’ objectives.

Clients come to NDY because they want quality. We take ownership and 
provide clear recommendations while consulting with the utmost integrity. 

Most of all, clients come to us because we listen. We look forward 
to better understanding your business and collaborating with you 
to achieve successful outcomes.

 
1 Bligh Street, Sydney. Photo courtesy of DEXUS

The NDY group offering

In January 2018, NDY greatly expanded its engineering and design resources by joining Tetra Tech, Inc. a global alliance offering consulting, 
engineering, and technical services. With a purpose of ‘Leading with Science’, and more than 21,000 associates in 450 offices around the 
globe, Tetra Tech enhances NDY’s delivery of smart and sustainable solutions to clients through a much larger global network of experts.
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Our purpose, vision  
& values 

OUR PURPOSE is making 
spaces work. 

OUR VISION is to enhance 
the lives of others, by 
engineering outstanding 
projects, mindful that every 
project matters. 

To sustain deep and trusting 
relationships with our clients, 
through solving their problems 
and serving them  with utmost 
reliability, and 

To engage our people with 
meaningful, rewarding  and 
inspiring opportunities.

EXCELLENCE   
do it once, do it well

INNOVATION   
inspired creativity to  challenge the 
norm

COLLABORATION   
listen, share and contribute

LEADERSHIP 
lead in our profession,  industry and 
the community

INTEGRITY   
treat others as we wish to be treated

ACCOUNTABILITY & OWNERSHIP   
understand the impact of our actions 
and own the outcomes
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Our Vertical TransportationCapabilities
NDY are able to assist our clients across all market sectors with the following specialist services:

New Systems Design 

 Ì Traditional Systems

 Ì Destination Control

 Ì Goods Lifts

 Ì Escalators & Moving Walks

 Ì Double Deck and Multiple Lift  
System in Shared Shafts

Modernisation

 Ì Lift & Escalator Modernsation

 Ì Complete Replacement

 Ì Code & NCC Compliance

Maintenance

 Ì Technical Contract Schedules

 Ì Inspections & Auditing

 Ì Ride Quality Assessments

Expert Witness

 Ì Accident Investigation

 Ì Technical Mediation

 Ì Loss Assessment Reporting
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New Vertical Transportation 
Systems
NDY offer a comprehensive vertical transportation consultancy services from early 
determination of vertical transportation system quantities and spatial planning through 
to construction and commissioning phases of the project. 

Early design phases typically 
involve a detailed review 
of a project’s requirements 
followed by exhaustive vertical 
transportation assessments 
using passenger and vertical 
transportation simulation 
software, Elevate.

With extensive knowledge of 
vertical transportation systems, 
NDY has developed system 
characteristic parameters 
to ensure our solutions are 
practically achievable whilst 
being cost and space efficient.

Working closely with other 
design team consultants, we 
strive to develop our vertical 
transportation designs to 
aesthetically integrate with 
the architectural form whilst 
supporting the overall building 
operation.
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Existing Vertical 
Transportation Systems
Our involvement 
doesn’t end with the 
final commissioning of 
vertical transportation 
systems. 

We are committed 
to ensuring the 
performance of vertical 
transportation systems 
continually meet client 
and tenant needs.

As such we offer 
services applicable to 
every phase of a lift, 
escalator or moving 
walks life cycle.

 

Following final commissioning, 
establishment of the 
necessary maintenance 
requirements for the intended 
use, environment and type 
of equipment installed is 
critical to ensuring optimum 
performance for an initial 8-10 
years of operation.

During these early years 
NDY’s team can detail the 
appropriate maintenance 
tasks, undertake maintenance 
inspections reporting on the 
level of contract compliance, 
equipment condition and 
overall performance in terms 
of reliability and comfort.

After approximately 12-15 
years of operation, dependent 
on use, consideration is often 
needed to plan for either 
complete modernisation 
or replacement of the 
original equipment in the 
form of capital expenditure 
programming.

At this stage it is important 
to consider the benefits of 
latest technologies offering 
improved performance and/or 
energy efficiencies.

We believe the role of 
a consulting engineer 
during the above phases 
can increase the life of 
vertical transportation 
systems significantly whilst 
ensuring performance is not 
compromised.

Inevitably either technological 
advances or wear and tear will 
necessitate remedial action in 
the form of modernisation or 
complete replacement. 

Having completed some of 
the largest (and smallest) 
modernsiation projects around 
Australia we are well placed 
to guide our clients through 
the design, documentation, 
modernisation/construction 
and final commissioning 
stages of the renewal cycle.
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Our key 
differentiators 
We offer our clients a highly qualified 
team of vertical transportation 
professionals with a collective 140+ 
years experience in the vertical 
transportation industry. 
Every member of our team has held positions with major 
lift manufacturing companies and have proven industry 
experience.

Two of our team hold a Masters of Science desgree in Lift 
Engineering from the University of Northampton.

One is a contributor and section author of the Chartered 
Institution of Building Services Engineers Guide D for Vertical 
Transportation Systems

And we are highly committed to ensuring every project we 
are involved with assists our client in meeting their objectives.
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Ian Hanna 

Associate Director -  Vertical 

Transportation Engineer

QUALIFICATIONS

 Ì Electrical Trades Certificate
 Ì Electrical Engineering Certificate
 Ì Licensed Electrician

With over 40 years in the Australian Lift 
Industry, Ian is acknowledged as an expert 
in his field. He is technically astute and 
thorough in his approach to projects and 
communicates well with clients to ensure 
a shared understanding of goals and 
outcomes. His knowledge and experience 
as both a system designer and installation 
and maintenance technician bring to 
his clients a thorough understanding 
of performance, quality, contractual, 
maintenance and ownership issues.

Ian believes the best response to 
the Australian demand for lift service 
availability and ride quality is early 
planning, in conjunction with computer 
simulation studies, to deliver the optimum 
mix of lift numbers, capacity and speed, 
and appropriate lift car design and 
operating systems. 

John Carroll 

Associate Director -  Global Technical 

Director           

QUALIFICATIONS

 Ì MSc in Lift Engineering
 Ì Chartered Engineer-Engineering Council (UK)
 Ì Member of the Chartered Institution of Building 

Services Engineers
 Ì Member of the SAFed LG1 main review 

committee - Lift Guidelines
 Ì Member of Standards Australiua code committee 

ME-089 (Automated Parking Systems)

AFFILIATIONS

 Ì Lift and Escalator Society of Australia

John attained the Master of Science (MSc) 
for Lift Engineering in 2006 and during his 
years in the UK, was an active member 
in the CIBSE Lifts Group holding the 
positions of Secretary and Vice Chairman 
between 2000 and 2007 before moving to 
Australia.

John  is a section author and member 
of the steering committee for the 2000, 
2005, 2010 and 2015 editions of CIBSE 
Guide D - Transportation Systems in 
Buildings and was a member of the 
SAFed - LG1 main review committee 
responsible for the revision and 
publication of the SAFed Lifts Guidelines.

Colin Wilson

Associate Director - Global Vertical 

Transportation Lead

Our Team 

QUALIFICATIONS

 Ì MSc in Lift Engineering
 Ì Lift Technician NVQ (National Vocational 

Qualification) Level 3
 Ì National Certificate in Electronic Engineering
 Ì Higher National Certificate in Electrical 

Engineering

AFFILIATIONS

 Ì Member of International Association of Elevator 
Engineers.

Colin is NDY’s Global Vertical 
Transportation Leader and an Associate 
Director.

As Global Lead, Colin is responsible for 
the collective direction of our Vertical 
Transportation Team who works across all 
market sectors and regions. 

He holds a Masters Degree in Lift 
Engineering, has over 20 years experience 
in the lift industry in various roles (including 
maintenance supervision and technical 
field troubleshooting) and is a member of 
the International Association of Elevator 
engineers.
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Brendan Byrne 

Senior Associate  

QUALIFICATIONS

 Ì Electrician - Trade Certificate
 Ì Diploma in Business

Brendan has 26 years continuous service 
in various roles within the lift industry and 
has been with Norman Disney & Young 
(NDY) since 2008.

As an Associate Vertical Transportation 
Engineer, Brendan is responsible for 
design, documentation and monitoring 
construction quality of all vertical 
transportation systems.

A wealth of experience gained in the 
industry has equipped Brendan with 
the knowledge and skills necessary 
to document and manage complex 
modernisation projects from initial auditing 
phase to project completion.

Louis Deverell

Senior Vertical Transportation Engineer 

- NZ Lead

QUALIFICATIONS

 Ì Electrician - Trade Certificate

Louis leads the Vertical Transportation 
section for New Zealand, specialising 
in the design, inspection, and building 
integration of lifts and escalators.

His highly regarded technical skills 
come from over 17 years of local and 
overseas industry experience in pivotal 
roles that have encompassed the full life 
cycle of lift and escalator equipment. 
In his most recent national role as a 
Technical Manager for a major company, 
Louis led the high-tech elements of 
new projects, modernisation, service 
involving destination control systems, 
building service integrations, and remote 
diagnostics.

With a keen eye for safety, compliance, 
and reliability, he can ensure your project 
has the best chance of getting across the 
line on time, on budget and is fit for the 
future.
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NDY Vertical 
Transportation 
Experience
For more than sixty years NDY has 
provided consulting engineering 
services on major projects 
throughout Asia, Australia, Canada, 
Europe, New Zealand and the UK.

To view a comprehensive outline of our 
project experience visit our website.
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About the project:

At 92 storeys and over 550 apartments Eureka 
Tower is not only Australia’s tallest building, and 
one of the tallest apartment buildings in the world, 
it is also a vertical village with all the associated 
amenities required for a small community to live. The 
size and complexity of Eureka required a high level of 
coordination of services, structure and architecture 
to ensure that the tight construction programme was 
achieved. 

The building consists of the following elements:

Apartment Tower
 Ì Apartments
 Ì Penthouses

Summit Complex
 Ì Serviced offices
 Ì Restaurants
 Ì Observation  
 deck

Podium
 Ì Car park
 Ì Retail
 Ì Restaurants
 Ì Showrooms

Features and Innovations:

NDY also developed the overall fire and life safety 
strategy for Eureka. Lifts, refuge areas and smoke 
control provide a safe, manageable and cost 
effective environment for the occupants of the 
building which would not have been possible under 
a strict “deemed to comply” system.

By providing a coordinated services design and 
proactively engaging the architect and structural 
engineer, NDY was able to provide a highly co-
ordinated and rationalised services design which 
minimised plant and riser space. The design also 
focused on flexibility and ease of maintenance so 
that the tower would be able to function effectively 
over its long life.

In 2007 NDY was awarded a Certificate of 
Recognition for the innovative emergency evacuation 
solution for Eureka Tower at the ACEA Awards.

Services:

	Ì Audio Visual

	Ì Automation

	Ì Communications

	Ì Electrical

	Ì Fire Services

	Ì Hydraulics

	Ì Mechanical

	Ì Vertical Transportation

Eureka Tower, Melbourne, Australia

Residential Australia

The size and complexity of 
Eureka required a high level of 

coordination of services, structure 
and architecture to ensure that 

the tight construction programme 
was achieved. 
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About the project:

Australia 108 is a super-tall skyscraper located in 
the Southbank precinct of Melbourne.

The building will be the tallest (highest occupied 
floor level) building in Australia  
and the Southern Hemisphere. At 318-metre 
apartment building, with 1105 apartments over 
100 floors. 

The building will be served by three groups of 
three passenger lifts reaching speed up to 9.0 
metres per second.

The vertical transporation services will provide an 
excellent service level in terms of waiting times 
and quantity of occupants transported.

The lifting solution includes high-speed lifts 
running in three zones and the high-rise zone lifts 
being made available for tenant evacuation in the 
event of an emergency.

Features and Innovations:

The building houses significant resident amenities 
on level 12 and levels 70/71 ‘starburst’, including: 

	Ì Swimming pools & 
spas

	Ì Gym

	Ì Sky lounge

	Ì Private dining

	Ì Library

	Ì Cinema

	Ì Golf driving range.

Services:

	Ì Architectural lighting 
(NDYLIGHT)

	Ì Communications

	Ì Electrical

	Ì Fire Engineering

	Ì Fire Protection

	Ì Hydraulics

	Ì Mechanical

	Ì Security

	Ì Sustainability/ESD

	Ì Vertical Transportation

Australia 108, Melbourne, VIC

Construction of the  
$500 million residential 

skyscraper is set to be completed 
in stages from 2017 with final 

completion in 2019.

Residential Australia
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About the project:

The Riverside Centre was admired as one of 
the highest qualuty office spaces in the country, 
considered to be the city’s first intelligent building, 
owing to its technology and services.

31 years later, building owner The General 
Property Trust (GPT) set a number of challenging 
objectives for their vertical transportation 
consultants. NDY to ensure the building 
maintained its elusive status including:

	Ì Significant improvement to system 
performance to reposition the building’s vertical 
transportation systems from a Property Council 
of Australia’s A Grade to Premium Grade 
Classification

	Ì Achieve an energy reduction to positively 
contribute to the building’s improving NABERS 
ratings

The result design includes innovative and 
bespoke vertical transportation technologies 
and features architecturally designed finishes, 
presented with incredible attention to detail.

The proposed solution for the lift identifiers and 
landing door upgrade illustrate the attention to 
detail and determination of the project team to 
achieve a premium outcome in respect of vertical 
transportation finishes whilst managing potentially 
major tenant disruptions.

Features and Innovations:

	Ì The switchboards in each lift monitor room 
were replaced as part of the modernisation. 
Schneider Elecxtric smart meters were installed 
for each lift. 

	Ì KONE lift monitoring is typically provided using 
the powerful and proprietary Elink computer 
software. This gives building management 
instant access to live feeds of lift status, 
position, load, direction and calls, as well as 
playback of recent events and many advance 
controls. 

Services:

	Ì Electrical

	Ì Hydraulics

	Ì Vertical Transportation

The Riverside Centre, Brisbane, Australia

Mixed Use Australia
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About the project:

The Etihad Towers design team led by DBI 
Design won a world-wide competition in the face 
of some stiff opposition, with the project posing 
a range of unique challenges. The development 
features five iconic towers, some 300 metres 
high, with a total built area of 492,084 sq m. 
Also included is a 72 storey five star hotel with 
401 hotel rooms and 192 serviced apartments 
operated by Jumeirah Hotel Group. 

Features and Innovations:

In addition to the hotel, there are also four 
underground car parks (133,000 sq m), three 
residential towers with 893 apartments and 
a 59-storey office tower with 50,000 sq m 
nett lettable area. There are five podium levels 
consisting of two levels of retail shopping and 
three levels of hotel facilities including swimming 
pools, eight restaurants, health facilities, 
convention centre, business meeting areas and a 
grand ballroom.

Services:

	Ì Automation

	Ì Communications

	Ì Electrical

	Ì Fire Protection

	Ì Hydraulics 

	Ì Mechanical

	Ì Security

	Ì Vertical Transportation

Etihad Towers, Abu Dhabi, UAE

The development features  
five iconic towers, some  

300 metres high, with a total 
built area of 492,084 sq m.

Mixed Use United Arab Emirates
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About the project:

The KLCC Convention Centre Hotel is a  
600 room Traders Business Hotel located  
above the KLCC Convention Centre in Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia. The hotel design team was 
separately engaged to the construction team; 
this raised a number of unique design and 
coordination challenges.

Features and Innovations:

	Ì Coordination with the Convention Centre  
which was already largely designed prior  
to our appointment

	Ì Extending site infrastructure to the hotel site 
through the Convention Centre structure

	Ì Coordination of in ground services with existing 
services and the Convention Centre structure

	Ì Merging best practice Australian design and 
Malaysian design construction methods.

Services:

	Ì Architectural Lighting 
(NDYLIGHT)

	Ì Electrical

	Ì Fire Protection

	Ì Hydraulics

	Ì Mechanical

	Ì Vertical Transportation

KLCC Convention Centre Hotel, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Hotels Asia

The hotel design team was 
separately engaged to the 

construction team; this raised 
a number of unique design and 

coordination challenges.
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About the project:

One of Brisbane’s tallest buildings is outstanding in a 
number of aspects ranging from the architecture to 
the sophisticated services design. The building was 
designed to be the best in all aspects of its design 
and this was achieved surpassing all existing Brisbane 
CBD buildings at the time.

Riparian Plaza is a 53 storey building consisting of car 
park, commercial office and apartment levels. With 
its location adjacent to the river no space has been 
provided below water level. Consequently the office 
and apartment car parking is provided on levels 1 to 11. 

The striking design of the building changes from 
car park to office and office to apartment levels to 
provide a dominant structure unequalled by any 
other Brisbane building. 

Features and Innovations:

	Ì The entry foyer is approximately 10 metres high 
and the car park levels are accessed via an 
external helix so that there is no interference to the 
entry foyer

	Ì Levels 14 to 38 contain commercial office space 
while levels 41 to 52 are the apartment levels. 
Plantrooms are contained on levels 12, 13, 40 and 
53 while level 39 contains a gym and an indoor/
outdoor pool.

Services:

	Ì Communications

	Ì Fire

	Ì Electrical

	Ì Hydraulics

	Ì Mechanical

	Ì Security

	Ì Vertical Transportation

Riparian Plaza, Brisbane, Australia

Mixed Use Australia

All services are built 
to be state of the art, 
flexible to suit future 

technological advances, 
and environmentally 

sound.
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About the project:

The Kidbrooke Village Centre forms part of a 
larger development consisting of 6 separate 
phases known overall as the Kibrooke 
Masterplan. The site is located in Kidrooke, 
south-east London.

NDY were responsible for the development of 
the various building services strategies for the 
planning application of the Kidbrooke Village 
Centre Phase. NDY were also responsible for 
determining the Fire Strategy and for preparing 
the various BREEAM assessments.

The development, ‘The Kidbrooke Village Centre’, 
is a mixed-use development consisting of a total of 
7 buildings, comprising the following mix of uses:

	Ì 920,000 sq ft of market and affordable 
residential units
	Ì A 30,000 sq ft supermarket
	Ì Hotel consisting of 100 rooms
	Ì Kidbrooke Station
	Ì Retail and commercial spaces
	Ì Community uses
	Ì Creche
	Ì Ground floor and basement car parking.

Features and Innovations:

	Ì Approximately 62% of the residential properties 
are to be private developments, with the 
remaining 38% to be affordable properties.

	Ì A central energy centre, comprising a 
combined heat and power system and boiler 
plant, is located within the Kidbrooke Village 
Centre and will be connected to the entire 
Kidbrooke Masterplan Development. The 
energy centre was designed to accommodate 
the proposed phasing of the development so 
that efficient services would be provided from 
day one and future expansion was achievable 
with minimal disruption.

Services:

	Ì Communications

	Ì Electrical

	Ì Fire

	Ì Mechanical

	Ì Public Health

	Ì Security

	Ì Sustainability

	Ì Vertical Transportation

Kidbrooke Village Kidbrooke, London

Residential Developments United Kingdom
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Office
New Developments

	Ì 126 Phillip Street, Sydney

	Ì 400 George Street, Brisbane 

	Ì 177 Pacific Highway, North 
Sydney 

	Ì NAB Headquarters 700 Bourke 
Street, Melbourne 

	Ì 1 Bligh Street, Sydney 

	Ì ANZ Centre Docklands, 
Melbourne 

	Ì Liberty Place, 161 Castlereagh 
Street, Sydney 

	Ì King Square One and Two Kings 
Square, Perth 

	Ì Building 4A and 4B Collins 
Square, Melbourne 

	Ì CBW 181 William & 550 Bourke 
Street , Melbourne

	Ì Governor Phillip and Macquarie 
Towers, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney 

	Ì  Chadstone Shopping Centre 
Office Development

	Ì 4 National Circuit, Canberra 

	Ì Latitude Tower & Latitude East, 
Westpac Place, Sydney.

Modernisation & Upgrades

	Ì MLC Tower Lift Modernisation, 
Sydney

	Ì Sydney Opera House, Sydney

	Ì Casselden Place Lift 
Modernisation, Melbourne 

	Ì 300 Latrobe Street, Melbourne 

	Ì 1 Nicholson Street, Melbourne 

	Ì 5 Queens Road, St Kilda, 
Melbourne 

	Ì Australia Post, Strawberry Hills, 
Sydney 

	Ì 1 Martin Place, Sydney 

	Ì 363 George Street, Sydney

	Ì 175 Eagle Street, Brisbane

	Ì 60 Martin Place Redevelopment, 
Sydney

	Ì 1 O’Connell Street, Sydney.

Hotel
New Developments

	Ì Swiss Hotel

	Ì Royal Randwick Race Course 
Hotel.

Modernisation & Upgrades

	Ì Hilton Hotel Redevelopment, 
Sydney.

Residential
New Developments

	Ì The Capitol 241 Toorak Road, 
South Yarra, Melbounrne 

	Ì Luxury Apartments, 150 
Clarendon Street, Melbourne 

	Ì Apartment Tower Freshwater 
Place, Melbourne 

	Ì Student Accommodation 312 
Latrobe Street, Melbourne 

	Ì ILK Apartment Tower 227 Toorak 
Road, South Yarra, Melbourne

	Ì Bella Apartments 256 City Road, 
Southbank, Melbourne

	Ì Vogue 670 Chapel Street, South 
Yarra, Melbourne.

Retail
New Developments

	Ì Eastland Stage 5 Redevelopment 
Ringwood, Melbourne 

	Ì Warringah Mall Redevelopment, 
Brookvale NSW

	Ì Macarthur Square Shopping 
Centre Extensions, Sydney.

Modernisation & Upgrades

	Ì QVB, Sydney

Sport & Entertainment
New Developments

	Ì AAMI Park Stadium, Melbourne 

	Ì Rod Laver Redevelopment, 
Melbourne 

	Ì Sydney SuperDome, Olympic Park

	Ì Royal Randwick Racecourse 
Redevelopment.

Modernisation & Upgrades

	Ì The Arts Centre, Melbourne

	Ì Sydney Opera House

	Ì Crown Casino, Melbourne 

	Ì Melbourne Museum

	Ì Hamer Hall, Melbourne 

	Ì National Portrait Gallery, Canberra 

	Ì Art Gallery of NSW, Sydney.

Health
New Developments

	Ì Bendigo Private Hospital, Vic

	Ì Royal Children’s Hospital, Vic

	Ì Peninsula Private Hospital, Vic

	Ì St Vincent’s Private Hospital 
Redevelopment, Sydney.

Data Centres
New Developments

	Ì Metronode: Sydney, Melbourne, 
Perth 

	Ì Global Switch Data Centre, Ultimo.

Education
New Developments

	Ì Student Accommodation Monash 
University, Clayton Vic 

	Ì RMIT NRAS Student 
Accommodation, Bundoora Vic 

	Ì Scotch College, Hawthorn, Vic

	Ì First Year Chemistry Lab UNSW, 
Sydney 

	Ì Australia Catholic University, 
Fitzroy, Melbourne

	Ì LIMS LaTrobe University, 
Melbourne Vic

	Ì Melbourne Pathways LaTrobe 
University

	Ì Learning Commons, Science 
& Sports Precinct, Victoria 
University, Melbourne 

	Ì Melbourne University Student 
Accommodation Vic

Rail & Aviation
Modernisation & Upgrades

	Ì Parramatta Railway Station NSW 

	Ì Town Hall Railway Station, Sydney 

	Ì St Leonards Railway Station, NSW 

	Ì Qantas Domestic Terminal 
Expansion, Sydney.

Project Experience
Join NDY on social media at

www.ndy.com/followus

This document contains confi dential material. 
All reasonable precautionary methods in handling the 

document and the information contained herein should be 
taken to prevent any third party from obtaining access. 

Copyright © Norman Disney & Young. All rights reserved. 
No part of the contents of this document may be reproduced 

or transmitted in any form by any means without the written 
permission of Norman Disney & Young.

Contact 
NDY Offi ce Locations

AUSTRALIA

Adelaide

Brisbane

Canberra

Gold Coast

Melbourne

Perth

Sydney

CANADA

Vancouver

IRELAND

Dublin

NEW ZEALAND

Auckland

Wellington

UNITED KINGDOM

London
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Colin Wilson 
Level 14, 120 Edward Street
Brisbane, Queensland, 4000, Australia 
P: +61 7 3120 6800 
E: c.wilson@ndy.com

John Carroll
115 Batman Street, West Melbourne,  
Victoria, 3003, Australia
P: +61 3 9862 6800 
E: j.carrol@ndy.com

Ian Hanna
Level 1, 60 Miller Street, North Sydney, 
New South Wales, 2060, Australia
P: +61 2 9928 6800
E: i.hanna@ndy.com

Louis Deverell 
Level 5, AMP Centre 
29 Customs Street West
Auckland 1010, New Zealand
P: + 64 9 374 1479 
E: l.deverell@ndy.com   
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